
La Maingotière
The small hamlet of ‘La Maingotiere’ is not simply a collection of dwellings, buildings and land, it is a 
complete lifestyle.

An oasis of calm in an increasingly frenetic world, La Maingotière is a small hamlet of Voulon.   La 
Maingotière can be reached by turning left at the end of civilisation and then continuing 1.5 kms to the end 
of the lane (metalled and adopted). The main house, detached cottage and two gites are surrounded by 5 
acres of rural garden and an adjacent 35 acres of fields bounded by a river and several seasonal streams. A 
15 minute walk along a bridleway through the woods gives pedestrian access to the small village of Voulon 
with a bar/restaurant, small library, school and church.  The whole provides spacious accommodation for an 
extended family and/or could provide income from holiday rentals, as previous.

La Maingotiere, therefore, offers you the best of both worlds and consists the following:

A large 4 bedroom detached house with conservatory

A 2 bedroom detached cottage

2 gites

Swimming pool

2 barns

Several outbuildings for storage

5 acres of mature rural gardens

An adjacent 35 acres of fields

What else?

Oil fired central heating

Fast broadband speed

Good mobile ‘phone signal

Income potential

Like what you’ve seen so far?  Want to know more?

Further, detailed information follows:



Main house

Constructed primarily from the local stone under a tiled roof, the front elevation faces south-west and 
benefits from a full length terracotta tiled terrace. Traditional oak beams give a timeless atmosphere to the 
majority of the living space.

Lounge

The spacious and airy lounge (10.9 x 5.5 m) has windows to both sides and has a large ornate fireplace as a 
focal point. The wood burning stove provides a cosy atmosphere on winter evenings and there is plenty of 
space left for a basket or two of logs.

Dining area

The dining area (4.6 x 3.4 m), with its large picture window overlooking the lawns and woods, sits off to one 
side.

Kitchen

 The fully fitted kitchen (5.8 x 3.2 m) with range style oven and hob, dishwasher and all other essentials has 
doors to the terrace, conservatory or laundry room.

Laundry/Freezer Room

This room has space enough for two chest freezers, two washing machines, dryer and storage shelves.  There 
is a twin Butler sink.

Shower Room

Built-in shower cubicle

Store Room

Ideal for coats, boots and other storage

Cloakroom

Containing WC and wash hand basin

Conservatory

A large conservatory (5.8 x 3.4 m) overlooks the lawns and has floor to ceiling sliding doors on two sides.

Terrace

Framed by a mature wisteria, the terrace with its terracotta tiles provides the perfect place to sit in the sun, 
or a shady spot beneath the Albitzia tree for al fresco dining, overlooking the swimming pool.

Bedroom 1

The ground floor bedroom (4.3 x 3.6 m) has an en suite shower and hand basin and is currently used as a 
study/man cave.  This bedroom overlooks the front terrace.



Mezzanine

A large sweeping staircase gives access to the large mezzanine area and the remainder of the bedrooms and 
family bathroom.

Bedroom 2

Spacious double bedroom (4 x 3 m) with vaulted ceiling and oak timber beams.  This bedroom overlooks the 
tree-lined driveway.

Bedroom 3

Spacious double bedroom (5.9 x 2.6 m) with vaulted ceiling and oak timber beams.  This bedroom has views 
across the garden lawns towards the river and woods.

Bedroom 4

Spacious double bedroom (5.9 x 2.6 m) with vaulted ceiling and oak timber beams.  This bedroom overlooks 
the terrace and swimming pool.

Bathroom

The family bathroom comprises bath (with shower over), twin hand basins with mirrors over and bidet.

Separate WC

There is a separate WC, perfect for moments of solitary contemplation.

Detached stone cottage

Lounge/Dining Room

The accommodation is centred around a large lounge/dining room (8 x 4 m) which has both a wood burning 
stove in an ornate fireplace and radiators fed from the boiler.

Kitchen

The kitchen (3.5 x 2 m) that has been recently refitted with oak fronted units, hob and oven and has views 
across open countryside.

Bedroom 1

The main bedroom (4 x 3 m) is reached via a traditional staircase and is heated by radiator or convection 
from the stove below.

Bedroom 2

A second bedroom can be found on the ground floor with doors out to the garden.

Conservatory/Studio

There is an additional half glazed conservatory/studio (4.8 x 4.5 m) which served as a third bedroom for 
rental guests but latterly as a hobby room.



Bathroom

The bathroom contains wash basin, WC and shower.

Separate shower room

Also with a WC, the shower room is currently fitted out as a store room but all the shelving is freestanding 
and the original appliances are still installed and plumbed in giving useful flexibility.

Garden

The cottage has its own garden bordered by mature hedgerows and numerous trees. A small outbuilding 
plays host to the central heating boiler and tank whilst an octagonal summer house, at the end of the 
garden, completes the setting.  Double gates give vehicle access to the lane, if required. 

Gite #1

This gite is centred around a large lounge (6.6 x 4.6 m) with ornate features and an open fire (electric 
radiators are also installed). An archway leads to the fully fitted kitchen/dining area which, along with the 
lounge, overlooks trees, shrubs and a small lawn.

 A staircase provides access to two double bedrooms  (3.7 x 3 m and 4 x 3 m) each with views across the 
fields towards the river.

 A fully tiled shower room with shower cubicle, hand basin set in vanity unit with mirror over and WC is 
situated on the ground floor.

There is a separate WC upstairs for those annoying 4 a.m. calls.

Gite #2

This gite has all the accommodation on the ground floor making it useful for the less mobile amongst us. The 
spacious lounge (6.7 x 3.2 m) has views across the fields and has an insert wood burner for heating.

 The kitchen/dining room (5 x 4 m) has a range of ‘rustic’ cupboards and built-in oven and hob.

 This gite has two bedrooms.

Bedroom 1 (4.7 x 3.2 m) with en suite WC and hand basin.  This bedroom has a door leading into the 
enclosed garden.

Bedroom 2 (3.7 x 2.5 m) has a curtained alcove providing ample hanging space and is situated close by the 
shower room.

The shower room  is newly updated and has a shower cubicle, WC and hand basin.  



So what’s outside ?

A large open fronted barn (19 x 8.5 m) which is used for fuel storage, vehicle parking and odd jobs but could 
potentially be converted to provide further rental opportunities if required. Beyond the rear of this building 
is a large covered area.

An enclosed barn divided into numerous rooms (both very large and some smaller storage rooms) makes no 
attempt to hide its past as a working cattle shed and farm implement store. 

A small stone built storage shed close to the main house is used for winter log storage and also contains the 
electricity units for all the properties.

A row of stone storage buildings are attached to the main property. These house the central heating boiler 
and fuel tank with other rooms used for general storage.

A swimming pool (10 x 5 m) is situated in the sheltered but sunny area between the main house and 
cottage. 

Ah, don’t forget the chickens…Yes, there is an extremely large chicken run (580 m2) which is fenced   (2 m 
high) and offers the residents adequate protection from all, bar pole vaulting foxes (it is larger than your 
average suburban garden, lucky chickens eh?)

The garden (about 5 acres) has numerous areas of lawn, mature native and ornamental trees, a wealth of 
fruit trees and is bordered by the river. There is a ‘paddock’  which, until recently, was the summer home for 
two large donkeys but is now given over to the local wildlife population. A small, overgrown island is 
accessed by a bridge when the stream is running. A small seasonal stream meanders through the garden 
(diverted off and then back into the main river when the water level is high enough).  Two large ponds, 
provide safe breeding areas for the brown carp and are awash with yellow iris in the Spring.

There are around 28 acres split into three large fields, two of which are bordered by a river (with fish!) and 
large mature trees and hedgerows. These three fields are currently rented to a local farmer and provide an 
income of 1230 Euros (rising annually by indexation) but full access is still available and we mow pathways 
around them for evening strolls and nature spotting/photography.

Wildlife…..

We’ve identified at least 55 species of birds on the land during our tenure and there are others that we are 
totally clueless about.

Moving on to the creatures with more than two legs and less than six is no less spectacular. Deer regularly 
pass through the garden when moving along the river, red squirrels play on the lawns, hares and rabbits 
entertain us over breakfast (when the fox is asleep), the badgers live up the lane and coypus inhabit the river 
and ponds. Lizards scurry along the terrace and up the walls and we’re surrounded by frogs, who croak in 
chorus in the evenings.




